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Abstract

This paper intends to present a methodology to maximise reuse of regenerative braking energy in au-
tomatic metro lines for both offline and real time energy management. It first describes optimisation
techniques for scheduling energy efficient timetables, while considering a no-fluctuation operating mode, as
it corresponds to the most dominant operating case. Impact of headway and dwell time management on
regenerative braking recovery are especially examined with a multi-criteria fitness function. Then, iterative
solving techniques are introduced to precisely quantify energy transfers between trains. A neural estimator
of trains power consumption is also proposed to meet real time requirements. Simulation results based on
experiments conducted on Torino metro line are exposed to evaluate the performance of this estimator.
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1. Introduction

Growing urbanisation of world population requires restructuring cities and transportation. In 2050, 70%
of world population is estimated to live in cities [3]. Transportation sector accounted for 26% of total world
energy consumption in 2010 and 40% of this consumption is due to urban transport [4]. One of the main
challenges for cities is to provide urban transports with high quality customer service, that will meet the5

need of reducing greenhouse gases emissions and fossil fuels consumption. Although electric rail systems
remains one of the least polluting sectors (6 g of CO2 per passenger per kilometer against 130 g for autobuses
and 135g for private vehicles.) [2], its energy cost still remains very significant. As a consequence, there is
a need to improve overall efficiency of such urban railway systems.

Many studies have been conducted on reducing energy consumption of metros and various techniques were10

explored: dynamic coast control management [32], [11], improvements of train performances [1], optimisation
of traction diagram [13] or design of operating rules to avoid voltage drops [14].

This paper will focus on optimising regenerative braking of automatic trains, that is to say a synchro-
nisation between braking and accelerating phase of running trains for a complete recovery of regenerative
braking. Hence, two aspects of energy management are considered: an offline mode which refers to an15

ideal operating mode where no fluctuation are encountered, and an online mode that corresponds to real
operating conditions. Offline mode is studied in order to schedule timetables (departure and arrival times
in stations), and optimal operating parameters found in this mode are used as a reference for online mode,
so as to dynamically optimise energy consumption of metro line when encountering operating fluctuations.
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